
HUMILITY and CRUELTY – part 3. 
 

 It is precisely because you, as individuals, as well as the whole of human 

society, have accepted FREEDOM, FREE WILL and FREEDOM OF 

DECISION as part of you but have not accepted RESPONSIBILITY. That is 

why there is very little HUMILITY in your society and a lot of cruelty and 

indifference towards each other but also towards other forms of life and towards 

Mother Earth as such.  

 And that is because somewhere, long time ago,  in course of time of your 

existence, you have lost RESPECT for LIFE as such and have forgotten the most 

basic code of your soul, your cells, your  DNA, and that is:,,YOU SHALL NOT 

KILL,,.  

 And ,,YOU SHALL NOT KILL,, applies in general, not just in relation to 

human beings.  

 ,,YOU SHALL NOT KILL,,  energetically means that the one who has not 

given life has no right to take it.  

     ,,YOU SHALL NOT KILL,, IS A LAW OF UNIVERSE. 

      ,,YOU SHALL NOT KILL,,, is a sacred principle in the whole Universe. 

 Therefore, it was given to you, human beings, as a COMMANDMENT 

because you have forgotten about this Cosmic law and this sacred principle with 

which you were born. 

 Fear has taken the knowledge of this Cosmic law that has only one word 

and that is ,,YOU SHALL NOT KILL,,  through his tool which is CRUELTY.  

         And it is HUMILITY that can bring back this Knowledge of how this 

Cosmic law works which has only one word ,,YOU SHALL NOT KILL,, 

And it is the energy of PRIDE as such, of all of its nine heads, that in you human 

beings supports this energy of cruelty, nourishes it, grows it, and powers it.  

 And just as cruelty, the heads of pride also dissolve in HUMILITY. 

  And so you can see as little HUMILITY and how much PRIDE is in 

human beings, in individuals and in society as a whole.   

 If two human beings meet in a limited space in their lives, for example, in a room, apartment 

or house and they allow their pride to rule them, it is due to this pride that they can not live together 

in Love because neither of them can find HUMILITY in themselves to allow Love to come into 

his/her heart and not allow the Love from to flow out her/his heart so that in Love of Forgiveness, 

they could live together. 

 As the space is very small and the pride of each other collides and they can not find space to 

express themselves so they try to push each other out.  

 They both become dissatisfied so they decide to leave.  

 However, it often happens that they will not understand it at all and will not forgive 

themselves or the other.  



 And you can understand it and see it only by the inner sight. 

 Only through the eyes of the Love of your inner self and your heart you can see 

and perceive the context so that you can understand, comprehend, and consequently 

Accept and Forgive.  

 However, if you close the door of your heart in front of  Love, with your physical 

eyes, you will never see, understand, accept, and thus cannot Forgive because you can 

only Forgive what you have received.  

 Therefore, in the life of every human being, it is not only the physical sight that 

is important - that is, eyes, through which she/he can see and perceive her/his material 

world but it is also extremely important to look through the inner sight of Love that 

will allow her/him to perceive, understand, accept and forgive.  

 And only LOVE can bring you back this inner sight back into your lives, 

into the life of every human being. 

 And it is HUMILITY that will dissolve the BLINDNESS of your inner 

sight and help you to perceive and see all the situations of your life through the 

eyes of LOVE and these are the eyes of your SOUL.  

 And know that if your part is HUMILITY, you remain connected to your soul 

and then you can make decisions and act in harmony with your soul and in harmony 

with yourself, with your nature and with the LOVE that you were born from and 

because of LOVE you have decided to be born on Mother Earth.  

 And what I have explained to you now is the HUMILITY of your HEART, it is 

not the false humility that is supported in your temples and churches when you are 

kneeling on the ground and mistakenly putting your hands on your heart and saying 

the words ,,my guilt, my guilt, my great guilt,, because HUMILITY is not about guilt, 

HUMILITY is about compassion, understanding, realising, acceptance, and deep 

UNCONDITIONAL FORGIVENESS.  

 And there are just a few people of those who, in your temples and churches, kneel in false 

humility on the ground in front of the altar and say the words ,,my guilt, my guilt, my great guilt,, 

and who give forgiveness without condition in their lives. Because the rest of those people does not 

really want to walk the path of Love and Forgiveness. That is why it is extremely important that you 

can distinguish false humility from the real HUMILITY of your SOUL and HEART because only it 

can dissolve your heads of pride that you have created and that you have allowed to grow in you.  

 But the HUMILITY of your SOUL and HEART can dissolve Cruelty, 

Vengeance and Indifference and it will help you walk the path of Love and 

Forgiveness and you can find reconciliation with yourself so that you discover 

your INNER SERENITY and PEACE, YOURSELF in your HEART and SOUL. 

 At present, in your society, you are not led to accept, as human beings, as 

individuals, the RESPONSIBILITY in a broader context for your thoughts, words, 

decisions, deeds and feelings.  And also you are not led to accept consciously the 

RESPONSIBILITY in the broader context of your life for how you live and therefore 

HUMILITY it is not part of your SOUL and HEART and so does your society create 

an illusion of false humility.  



 But false humility will not dissolve your heads of pride, on the contrary, false 

humility promotes their growth, their power and that's why false humility will not 

dissolve even cruelty and the indifference created in your society.  

 And this is a closed circle.   

 And cruelty as such is not only cruelty among human beings but also cruelty 

with which you treat Mother Earth, other forms of life, other beings living on earth. 

  It is the cruelty that then creates in you the WISH to have MORE and to have it 

NOW because this cruelty has taken you the COMPASSION with yourself, with 

Mother Earth, with other forms of life, with other people, with other beings.  

 Just because you don't have COMPASSION, then you don't even have the 

PATIENCE and you want to have it now and at any costs.  

 And this is the broader context of cruelty as such because you create cruelty not 

only to yourself but also to Life itself. 

  And this is a closed circle.  

  This cruelty you creat then in a broader context to life as such and you do not 

see it because you are looking only with your physical eyes.  

 But this cruelty in a broader context can only be seen through the inner sight 

and only those human beings with HUMILITY as their part can see it. 

 And so often you do not understand, do not trust these human beings who will 

make you aware of this cruelty because YOU can not see the cruelty through your 

physical sight.  

 Therefore, it is very important that you are able to look at your life and perceive 

it in a broader context, for your actions, deeds, thoughts, words and decisions.  

 Your thoughts are extremely important.  

 Not only your actions are important but thoughts are important too because the 

thought is the energy with which you create. 

  It is your CREATION tool that has been given to you.  

 THOUGHT is the primary tool of CREATION.  

 Every thought is an energy that you create and that will never be lost 

because the Law of Conservation of Energy applies throughout the Universe and 

so you need to take responsibility not just for your actions and deeds that you 

actually do but mainly for your thoughts as this is the primary energy with 

which you create. 

 Here it is extremely important that the CHANGE really happens and that 

is why it is not enough to kneel on your knees in churches and temples and talk 

about Forgiveness and in your thoughts, you create hatred for your loved ones 

or for yourself and you do not forgiv   

 In this way, you will not find your way to Love inside you and in your 

heart and you also do not open your inner sight and thus the HUMILITY OF 

SOUL cannot become part of you.   

  And this is a closed circle.  


